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1 Lexical category and lexical semantics

Lexical categoryhood (aka “part of speech”) is among the most important and vexed issues in
linguistics (Givón 1984; Croft 1991; Hengeveld 1992; Bhat 1994; Wetzer 1996; Stassen 1997;
Croft 2001; Beck 2002; Baker 2003; Baker and Croft 2017).

Traditional question:
Do lexical categories correspond to universal semantic categories?

Traditional answer:
Major parts of speech correspond to notional categories:

Verbs (prototypically) describe (transient) actions, nouns (time-stable) things, etc.
(see e.g., Givón 1984, but similarlyLangacker 1987).

Such ideas are often criticized for lack of clear articulation of key notions, and the ready availabil-
ity of counterexamples (e.g., stative verbs don’t predicate actions, some nouns describe actions,
etc.; see Newmeyer 1998; Baker 2003; von Fintel and Matthewson 2008; Baker and Croft 2017).

main idea: Shift attention away from the search for a universal/one-to-one semantics underlying
the categories. Search instead for constraints on the meaning/category relation (see Koontz-
Garboden 2012, Francez and Koontz-Garboden 2017:Chapter 5).

Our focus: property concept lexemes (Dixon 1982; Thompson 1989)
i.e. lexemes expressing the descriptive content of English adjectives

Crosslinguistically, property concept lexemes vary in their category and are often realized as
nouns or verbs, as discussed extensively in the typological literature (Dixon 1982; Thompson
1989; Hengeveld 1992; Bhat 1994; Wetzer 1996; Stassen 1997; Beck 2002; Baker 2003).

Today: Can we learn anything about the lexical semantics of verbhood from contrasting verbal
encoding of property concept lexemes with non-verbal encoding?

∗We thank Lisa Matthewson, Louise McNally, as well as audiences at the University of Manchester, Stuttgart
University, the University of Surrey, and the University of Ulster for their comments and suggestions on various
aspects of the work presented here. This work has been supported by National Science Foundation grant BCS-
1451765 and European Research Council Consolidator Grant ERC-2017-COG 769192.
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Yes: There is a systematic difference in the derivational relationship of change of state verbs from
associated property concept lexemes that correlates with whether the source property concept
lexeme is verbal in category.

Verbs are the only lexical category that relates individuals to events.

Part of what it means to be a verb, as opposed to an adjective or noun, is to be able to relate
individuals to dynamic events (i.e., can denote sets of individual/event pairs, individual/event
triplets, etc). This is not all verbs do, but only verbs can do this.

Outline:

§2 Property concept lexemes

§3 A typological study

§4 Discussion and implications

§5 Concluding remarks

2 Property concept lexemes

Property concept lexemes are lexemes expressing the descriptive content of English adjectives,
including the 36 concepts below:

(1) Property concept meanings data collection based on for Verbal Roots database
a. Dimension: large/big, small, short, long, deep, wide, tall/height
b. Age: old, young
c. Value: bad, good
d. Color: white, black, red, green, blue, brown
e. Physical Property: cool, cold, warm, hot, dirty, dry, wet, straight, hard/tough, soft,

tight, clear, clean, smooth, smooth, sharp, sweet, weak, strong
f. Speed: fast, slow

In the following, we provide a brief typological overview of the lexical category of property
concept lexemes, and their morphophonological relation to their respective change of state forms.

2.1 Lexical categories

Crosslinguistically, property concept lexemes vary regarding their basic lexical category (Dixon
1982, Stassen 1996).

Adjectival

In some languages such as English, property concept lexemes belong to an adjectival class that
is distinct from both nouns and verbs.

(2) a. The metal is flat.
b. the flat metal
c. *The metal flats.
d. *the flat of the metal
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Nominal

In other languages, such as Hausa, property concept lexemes are typically nominal (‘abstract
nouns of sensory quality’ (Parsons 1955), i.e they exhibit the morphosyntactic properties of
other nouns in the language (e.g., occuring in possessive constructions to express the same kind
of meaning that an English adjective does with copula predication):

(3) Hausa
a. MunŹa

we.cont
dŹa
with

Îarf“̄.
strength

‘We are strong.’ (Newman 2000:224)
b. YārinyŹa

girl
tanŹa
she.cont

dŹa
with

zōbŹe.
ring

‘The girl has a ring.’ (Newman 2000:222)

Verbal

Finally, there are languages in which many property concept lexemes are verbs, e.g., Tongan
(Churchward 1953, Koontz-Garboden 2007):

(4) Tongan
a. ‘Oku

imp
loloa
long

ho
your

‘ulu.
hair

‘Your hair is long.’
b. ‘Oku

imp
lea
speak

‘a
abs

Pita.
Pita.

‘Pita speaks.’ (Churchward 1953:37)

However, languages may also show category splits, e.g. verbal and adjectival property concept
lexemes in Daakaka (von Prince 2015), or show multiple strategies to encode the same property
concept, e.g. Edo (Baker and Stewart 1997; cf. Dixon 1982, Stassen 1997, van Lier 2017).

(5) Daakaka
a. Sini

green.pigeon
ma
REAL

kekei.
small

‘The green pigeon is small’ (von Prince 2015:259)
b. Vyanten

person
ente
DEM

mw=i
REAL=COP

bur.
deaf

‘This person is deaf.’ (von Prince 2015:131)

(6) Édò
a. Èmèrí

Mary
mòsé.
be.beautiful

‘Mary is beautiful.’
b. Èmèrí

Mary
*(ye)
COP

mòsè.
beautiful

‘Mary is beautiful.’ (Baker and Stewart 1997:33)

Crosslinguistically, property concepts can be lexicalized as various parts of
speech.
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2.2 Direction of derivation between state and change of state

There is often morphology deriving a word describing a state into a word describing a change
into that state (or vice versa; Koontz-Garboden 2005:94-99).

Depending on the kind of state (i.e., property concept state or result state), there are differences
in direction of derivation (see Beavers et al. 2021 for a typologically robust demonstration).

(7) a. Kim’s face is red
b. Kim’s face reddened with anger.

(8) a. The vase is broken.
b. The vase broke.

In the context of property concept lexemes, three derivational relationships can be identified:

Equipollent

The first derivational types is equipollent, where both stative and change of state are derived
from a common root, as for example in Ulwa (also Hebrew; Doron 2003:61)

(9) Ulwa (Hale and Keyser 2002:122-123; Koontz-Garboden 2009)
root state (intrans) COS
sang– sang-ka sang-da ‘green/blue’
yûh– yûh-ka yûh-da ‘long, tall’
baras– baras-ka baras-da ‘black, dark’

Change of state derived from state

In the second derviational type, the stative form is morphophonologically less marked than the
change of state form.

(10) Warlpiri (Hale and Keyser 1998:93)
Noun (intrans) COS

a. wiri wiri-jarri- ‘big’
b. maju maju-jarri- ‘bad’

(11) English
Adjective (intrans) COS

a. red redd-en
b. hard hard-en
c. damp damp-en
d. dark dark-en

Labile

The final derivational type is labile, i.e., where this is no surface morphophonological difference
between state and change of state lexemes (this might, in at least some languages, not be
derivation at all, but this is a separate issue, see Koontz-Garboden 2005, 2007).

(12) Tongan
a. ‘Oku

IMP
loloa
long

ho
your

‘ulu.
hair

‘Your hair is long.’
b. ‘Oku

IMP
loloa
long

vave
fast

ho
your

‘ulu.
hair

‘Your hair is quickly getting long.’ (Koontz-Garboden 2007:117)
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This pattern has been noted in the typological and descriptive literature, usually with the
differences in meaning observed in the context of different aspectual marking on the polysemous
word (e.g., Bybee et al. (1994:75-76), Tatevosov (2002:340ff.), Talmy (1985:92), Smith (1997:70),
and Wetzer (1996:189) Chung and Timberlake (1985:217)).

(13) Mandarin
a. malu

road
hen
very

kuan
wide

’The road is very wide.’
b. malu

road
kuan-le
wide-PERF

’The road widened’ (Tham 2013:653)

(14) Mokilese
a. Pahrangkije

iron
pe
still

pwespwespwes
warm(prog)

‘This piece of iron is still warm.’
b. Ih

he
lioas-ka
angry-perf

‘He got angry.’ (Chung and Timberlake 1985:238)

(15) Lao
a. ?khòòj5

1sg
kamlang2
prog

suung3
tall

‘I am being/getting tall.’ (Enfield 2003:7)
b. ?khòòj5

1sg
daj0
achv

suung3
tall

‘I was/got to be tall.’ (Enfield 2003:6)

As aspectual marking typically occurs on verbal predicates, all examples above come from lan-
guages with verbal property concepts lexemes.

Property concept lexemes can vary in their derivational relation between
stative and change of state form.

2.3 A correlation?

So far as we have been able to tell based on convenience sampling lability is common where
property concept lexemes are described as being verbs rather than nouns or adjectives.

Hypothesis:
Property concept state/change of state derivational relations are more likely to be labile

when the state is verbal than when it is either adjectival or nominal in category.

3 Typological study

To investigate this hypothesis in a more systematic way, we conducted a typological study based
on two underlying considerations:

Firstly, we must look at a set of lexemes describing particular property concept states and their
derivation into words describing the associated COS across a representative set of languages.
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Secondly, we must recognize that the issue we are interested in is not one of languages writ large,
but rather individual lexemes, some of which might show overt derivation and some not in
any particular language. (I.e., we are doing lexical typology, cf. Koptjevskaja-Tamm et al. 2015)

(16) a. The metal was flat.
b. The metal flatt-en-ed.

(17) a. The road was narrow.
b. The road narrow-ed.

3.1 Data

The database “Verbal Roots Across Languages” (https://verbal-roots.la.utexas.edu) was
designed to systematically investigate the morphological derivational relationship between sta-
tive lexemes and their semantically related change of state lexemes crosslinguistically (see
Beavers et al. 2018):

• The database includes information on 88 languages of the WALS 100 language list (Dryer
and Haspelmath 2013), mostly covering the areas and families of the WALS 100, covering
72 root meanings.

For the purposes of the discussion here, we examine only the 36 property concept ones:

(18) Property concept meanings data collection based on for Verbal Roots database
a. Dimension: large/big/enlarge, small/shrink/shrunken, short/shorten, long/lengthen,

deep/deepen, wide/widen, tall/height/heighten
b. Age: old/aged/age
c. Value: bad/worsen/worse, good/improve/improved
d. Color: white/whiten, black/blacken, red/redden, green/make green, blue/make

blue, brown/make brown
e. Physical Property: cool/cool, cold/make cold, warm/warm, hot/heat up,

dirty/dirty, dry/dry, wet/wetted, straight/straighten, hard/harden (tough/toughen),
soft/soften, tight/tighten, clear/clear, clean/clean, smooth/smooth, sharp/sharpen,
sweet/sweeten, weak/weaken, strong/strengthen

f. Speed: fast/speed up, slow/slow down

• For each property concept root, the database lists a paradigm of simple state-intrans COS-
trans COS-result state (e.g. red-redden-redden-reddened) for translations of (19), plus also
any underlying root for languages in which such paradigms are based on a shared bound
root:

(19) Language underlying simple state intrans COS trans COS result state
Tenango Tzeltal — tut tut-ub tut-ub-tes tut-ub-en

‘small’ ‘shrink’ ‘shrink’ ‘shrunken’
Oromo dheer- dheeraa dheeraddh dheeressuu —

‘long’ ‘long’ ‘become long’ ‘lengthen’

• The database contains 3365 paradigms with data of some kind based on PC roots, from
which we extracted all property concepts in all languages in which there was at least one
labile paradigm.

• As the database does not include information on the lexical category, we extracted such
information from one of the original sources listed.

• After excluding all cells that were marked as hypothetical, or for which we could not find a
lexical category, we ended up with the following distribution (see Appendix 1 for a detailed
description of the methodology):
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3.2 Raw data

Table 1: Lability in state/COS by category of the state

noun adjective verb total
labile 3 51 190 244

non-labile 13 219 177 409
total 16 270 367 653
lability 19% 19% 52% 37%

Table 2: Lability in state/COS by category of the state (source discrepancies)

noun/ adjective/ verb/
adjective verb noun total

labile 0 2 0 2
non-labile 19 2 2 23
total 19 4 2 25
lability 0% 50% 0% 8%

3.3 Analyses & Results

We fit a Bayesian mixed effects logistic regression model to the data compiled as above with
labile (1) and non-labile (0) as the outcome variable.1

The category of the property concept state was included as a fixed effect, and language included
as a random effect on both the intercept and this slope.
Figure 1 shows the estimated log odds of lability for each category (verb, noun, adjective).

• The dot for each category represents the best estimate for the log odd of lability.

• The bars represent the uncertainty around this estimate: they represent the range in which
the value falls with 90% probability.

• If the best estimate for adjectives and nouns falls outside this interval for verbs, we can
say that there is < 0.05 probability that their log odds of lability are as high as that of
verbs. I.e., there is a greater than 95% probability that verbs have higher lability.

⇒ This is the case.

⇒ There is a greater than 95% probability that verbs are more likely to show lability.

1The model was be fitted using STAN via brms (Bürkner 2017). A weakly informative prior was employed for
the effects of category (normal distribution with a mean of 0 and a standard deviation of 20). The default LKJ
prior with shape parameter 1 was used for the random effects. As in a small number of cases multiple categories
were reported, our estimates are made by collapsing together 4000 iterations for each of 20 versions of the dataset
(a single category was chosen for each of the ambiguous datapoints in each).
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Figure 1: The log odds of lability for each category (verbal, nominal, adjectival) with 90%
credible intervals.

The data support the following generalization:
For a given state φ and a change into that state ψ,

φ and ψ are significantly more likely to show a labile derivation if φ is a verb.

4 Discussion and implications

Why should state/COS derivation be sensitive to category in this way?

Our explanation has two parts:

1 Change of state meanings are dynamic and therefore necessarily verbal.

2 Both category change and change of state can manifest as overt derivation.

4.1 Some assumptions and explanation

We believe asymmetry in morphological behavior follows from relatively uncontroversial (but
non-trivial) assumptions about the lexical semantics of nouns, adjectives, and verbs.

(20) The domain: different sorts of e-type objects
a. Ordinary individuals
b. Mereologically ordered portions (sets of which are the denotations of mass nouns)
c. events (=dynamic eventualities)
d. states (=stative eventualities)
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(21) Some assumptions about word meanings
a. Nouns denote sets of entities of any sort—individuals (e.g., dog), portions (e.g.,

water, strength), events (e.g., exam—see below), mixtures thereof (e.g., thing)

b. Adjectives denote contextually-sensitive sets of individuals (Kamp 1975; Klein
1980), degree relations (Cresswell 1977; von Stechow 1984; Heim 1985) (or measure
functions if the degree-based theory is cast instead in that fashion, Kennedy 1997),
or sets of stative eventualities (Wellwood 2015).

c. Verbs thematically relate individuals to eventualities, whether dynamic (events)
or not (states).

(21a) is mostly uncontroversial. It is standardly assumed since at least Montague (1973) and is
the foundation of work on generalized quantifier theory (Barwise and Cooper 1981), for example.

(21b) is obviously an open question; however the key point is that on no theory do they relate
individuals to dynamic eventualities (as verbs can).

(21c) depends very much on your theoretical starting point. Some kind of event semantics seems
by now orthodoxy in the syntax/semantics interface literature. But which kind exactly impacts
very much what kind of meaning verbs have:

• Davidsonian: Verbs denote relations between individuals and events.

• Neo-Davidsonian: Verbs denote sets of events with arguments and associated thematic
roles introduced as modifiers.

• Compositional event semantics (Champollion 2015): Verbs denote sets of properties of
events. Arguments introduced in neo-Davidsonian fashion.

Which exact view doesn’t really matter for our purposes.2

Main idea
Only verbs can relate individuals to dynamic eventualities.

I.e., only verbs can denote:

• individual/event pairs (intransitive eventive verbs),

• individual/individual/event triples (transitive eventive verbs),

• individual/individual/individual/event 4-tuples (ditransitive eventive verbs), etc.

(Or, if you sever the external argument, then only verbs can relate an object to an event, an
indirect object to an event, etc.)

This restriction is unidirectional: A particular kind of meaning must be lexicalized as a verb,
but verbs can have other meanings as well.

In other words, verbhood 2 dynamicity. Verbs describe not only changes, but states as well, as
is the case for property concept verbs (among other stative verbs).

2Couching our proposal within a neo-Davidsonian account is more complicated, but doable.
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4.2 Inchoativization and category change

Observation: Change of state predicates are always verbal.
(They might be verbs, or light verb constructions, but the change of state core is always verbal.)

Bearing this in mind, there are two separate things happening when a change of state verb is
derived from a noun or an adjective, which are often conceptually lumped together:

• Inchoativization (change in meaning, from state to change of state)

• Category change (from N or A to V)

We know that these are independent of one another, among other reasons, since there exist
inchoatives that are overtly derived from (stative) property concept verbs.

Such a derivation is found in Washo (Hokan/isolate, USA), where all property concept lexemes
are verbs, and where change of state predicates are derived from them with the suffix –etiP:

(22) a. baŋáya
outside

wa-yák’aš-i
stat-be.warm-ind

‘It’s warm outside.’
b. baŋáya

outside
wa-yák’aš-étiP-i
stat-be.warm-inch-ind

‘It’s getting warm outside.’ (online Washo Archive)

(23) a. di-Lóyaw-i
1-be.mad-ind
‘I’m angry’

b. di-Lóyaw-étiP-i
1-be.mad-inch-ind
‘I got angry’ (online Washo Archive)

What we see from this is that inchoativization can happen independent of category change.

There are also cases where we see overt verbalization prior to inchoativization.

This happens with bound property concept roots in Washo, which must be verbalized by the
suffix –iP (Jacobsen 1964; Hanink and Koontz-Garboden 2021).

Here we find that the inchoativizing suffix –étiP appears outside the verbalizing morphology:

(24) a. dewdíPiš
tree

Pilc’ác’im-iP-i
3.green-vbl-ind

‘The tree is green’
b. dewdíPiš

tree
Pilc’ác’im-iP-étiP-i
3.green-vbl-inch-ind

‘The tree is getting green’ (online Washo Archive)

Upshot
Category change and inchoativization are two separate processes at play in state/COS

derivation.

This explains the predominance of labile derivational relations with verbal property
concept lexemes, and the lack thereof with nouns and adjectives
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• Change of state is dynamic (if not necessarily temporally so; Sweetser 1997; Gawron 2009;
Koontz-Garboden 2010; Deo et al. 2013), and therefore can only be expressed verbally.

• If change of state can only be verbal, then it follows that to derive a change of state from a
nominal or adjectival property concept lexeme, both inchoativization and category change
are implicated—two processes which can be marked independently in the morphology.

• Category change is not, however, implicated in the derivation of change of state from verbal
property concept lexemes. Only inchoativization is.

• Supposing that category changing derivations (see Štekauer et al. 2012) and inchoativiza-
tion are subject to morphological marking, it follows that change of state verbs derived
from verbal property concept lexemes are less likely to be morphologically marked, since
they only undergo inchoativization, rather than both inchoativization and category change.

Because only verbs can relate individuals to dynamic eventualities, category change is a
necessity in COS from underlying nominal and adjectival property concept lexemes.

5 Concluding remarks

Does lexical category have consequences for lexical semantics? Yes.

Verbs are the only lexical category that relates individuals to events.

From this it follows that labile derivational relationships between state and change of state pred-
icates are much more likely when the state is lexicalized as a verb.

This is because no category changing derivation is required in the derivation of the change of
state, by contrast with derivations from nouns or adjectives.

Potential counterexamples?

Non-verbs which appear at first glance to relate an individual to a dynamic event:

• Non-intersective modification of the beautiful dancer type (Siegel 1976).

If we adopt Larson’s (1998) semantic analysis, it entails modification prior to nominaliza-
tion with the event argument existentially bound at the DP level.

The issue becomes more complicated for e.g., beautiful chef. (Possibly this can fall out of a
more general solution to coercion in modification, e.g., a fast motorway, see Bücking and
Maienborn 2019 and references).

• Deverbal nominalization

(25) a. Kim’s exam lasted an hour. result noun
b. Kim’s telling of the story took ages. nominal gerund

Only nominalizations derived from verbs have argument structure (Alexiadou and Grimshaw
2008, cf. Borer 2013); it is the underlying verb that relates an individual to an event.

At the level of nominalization, the meaning is a set of events
(that can be related to a possessor).

Deverbal nouns (and nouns generally) do not denote individual/event pairs.
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• Deverbal adjectives

(26) a. The door was open.
b. The door was open-ed.

Parallel to the case of nominalization above, deverbal adjectives that entail a dynamic
event are derived from a verbal core. In contrast, purely stative deverbal adjectives do
not (Kratzer 2000 , Embick 2004, Alexiadou and Anagnostopoulou 2008 , Alexiadou et al.
2015; cf. Beavers et al. 2021).

Deverbal adjectives (and adjectives generally) do not denote individual/event pairs, but
denote sets of states (or individual/state pairs).

Outstanding questions:

• How to analyze the labile pattern?

Null morphology? Coercion (Koontz-Garboden 2007)? Multiple sources, as in Matthewson
et al. (2015)? Two different senses?

• Do the observations entail crosslinguistic variation in the lexical semantics of property
concept lexemes?

How might that interact with other established variation in their lexical semantics
(e.g., tied to degrees, Beck et al. 2010; Bochnak 2015; Bowler 2016 or to qualities, Francez
and Koontz-Garboden 2017)?

Answering this question depends on resolving the analysis of the polysemy.
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Appendix 1: Methodology

• Each cell in the paradigm of the database was coded for its derivational relation to other
cells.

• This coding and a search mechanism allow us to extract all instances in which the property
concept lexeme and the derivationally related (intransitive) change of state predicate are
labile, i.e., where the same form describes both senses.

• The original coding of data in the database did not include lexical category for the property
concept lexeme, which is required in order to investigate our hypothesis.

• We extracted all property concept lexemes in all languages in which there was at least one
labile paradigm, and sought to find its category in descriptive sources.

– In the general case, we aimed to return to the original source the paradigm was drawn
from in the database.

– If this was not possible, and there was another source used for the language in ques-
tion in the database (e.g., for the inchoative or causative form associated with the
language), we tried to access that source to see if it was listed there, and if so, took
data from that source.

– In a small number of cases, multiple sources were listed, and in a small number of
those, the sources conflicted. We deal with these (as described below) by running two
separate analyses, one for each categorization, to see if the conflict in categorization
makes a difference.

– In two cases, we drew on sources which were not listed in the database, but were in
the bibliography for the language’s entry on WALS. See the appendix for more detail.

– Finally, the following classes of data have been excluded from consideration:

∗ We excluded paradigms for which the sources in the database and in the bibliog-
raphy on WALS did not give lexical categories or were inaccessible (e.g., Otomi).

∗ We excluded stative/inchoative pairs for which the lexical category was unclear
(e.g. ‘Class 1’/‘Class 2’ in Chamorro).

∗ We excluded stative/inchoative pairs if either one of the data points was listed
in the database as hypothetical.

∗ We excluded paradigms for which either the state or the inchoative is missing
from the database.
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Appendix 2: Potential counterexamples

Deverbal nominalizations

There are some challenges to this idea, deverbal nominalization among them.

There are different kinds of nominalization (see Zucchi 1993; Alexiadou 2001 for overviews).

Here we address three.

Result nouns: sets of events

Result nouns fail to take the constellation of arguments that their derivationally related verbs
and even some other derivationally related nouns do:

(27) a. Kim’s examination by the doctor took 30 minutes.
b. *Kim’s exam by the doctor took 30 minutes.

(28) a. The doctor’s examination of Kim took 30 minutes.
b. ??The doctor’s exam of Kim took 30 minutes.

They allow for different readings of the argument-like NPs, consistent more with being an adjunct
(possessor NP) than an argument (selected):

(29) a. Kim’s exam lasted an hour.
b. Kim examined Sandy.

While in (29a), Kim can be the examiner, the examined, someone betting on a particular exam,
etc., in (29b) Kim can only be the examiner (cf. Grimshaw 1990:48).

Only the latter two kinds have argument structure.

Result nouns can be treated simply as sets of events. Under the right conditions, they can
host adjuncts, introduced via possessive morphosyntax, but these have different properties to
arguments.

E.g., (29a) is a possessor, with the different readings of the possessor expected, given the under-
specified semantics of the possessive relation.

Assuming then a theory of English possessive noun phrases like Barker (1995), wherein ’s is
case marking, possession is introduced by a D head that takes a predicate and an individual
as arguments to return the set of (predicate) entities standing in the underspecified possessive
relation to the individual, (28) looks like (30) and (31):

(30) DP

NP

Kim’s

D’

D

poss

NP

exam

(31) a. JexamK = λe.exam’(e)
b. JpossK = λPλxλy.π(x, y) & P (y)
c. JD’K = λxλy.π(x, y) & exam’(y)
d. JDPK = λy.π(Kim’, y) & exam’(y)
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accusative -ing

(32) [ Kim’s punching the wall ] was rather unexpected.
(32) *The news reported punching the wall.
(32) *The news reported Kim’s punching. (on reading where Kim is agent; okay if patient)

Harley (2009), building on Kratzer (1996): nominalization is high, crucially after the verb takes
its arguments and combines with Voice (which we assume here, but can be dispensed with, see
below).
This accounts for, among other things, the accusative case marking on the object.

(33) nP

n

ing

VoiceP

DP

Kim

Voice’

Voice+acc

∅

VP

V

punch

DP+acc

wall

(34) a. JpunchK = λxλe.punching’(e) &patient’(e, x)
b. JVPK = λe.punching’(e)&patient’(e,wall’)
c. JVoiceK = λxλe.agent’(x, e)
d. JVoice’K = λxλe.agent’(x, e) & patient’(e,wall’) (by event identification)
e. JVoicePK = λe.agent’(Kim’, e) & punching’(e) & patient’(e,wall’)
f. J–ingK = λP.P
g. JnPK = λe.agent’(Kim, e) & punching’(e) & patient’(e,wall’)

On such an analysis, it is a verb that relates the object to events, then taking a subject argument.
That whole structure is then nominalized, with the nP denoting a set of events (crucially *not*
a set of event/individual pairs).

–ing/of nouns

(35) (Kim’s)/(The) punching of the wall was harmful.

Harley analyzes the genitive argument in these cases on a par with the genitive argument of
result nouns, i.e., as a genuine possessor rather than an argument, accounting for its optionality
(cf. ACC nouns).

With the ACC nouns, the internal argument of the predicate is related to the event described
while the predicate is still a verb. The same is true for –ing/of nouns.

What distinguishes –ing/of nominalization from ACC nominalizations is that there is no genuine
external argument.

Arguments for the non-argument status of the genitive marked noun come from the fact that
(i) it is optional (35), and (ii) that readings of it arise that are inconsistent with it being an
argument of the verb (cf. ACC nouns).
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(36) CONTEXT: Kim and Sandy’s mother owns a movie theater and promises them each all
the proceeds of one showing of The Missing Link. Neither Kim nor Sandy is responsible
for any aspect of the presentation of the film.

Kim’s showing of the film took in more money.

More saliently, consider the contrast with ACC nouns, where it is impossible for the genitive
argument to have anything other than the same thematic relation to the event as that entailed
by the derivationally related verb.

(37) CONTEXT: (36) (where, crucially, Kim did not show the film), and supposing that the
amount of money that Kim’s showing took in was more than expected.
a. Kim’s showing of the film surprised us.
b. #Kim’s showing the film surprised us.

The conclusion (Harley’s conclusion, though see also Dowty 1989): genitive marked nouns in the
–ing/of construction are introduced by possession, not by Voice (or the verb, on a non-severed
analysis).

Nominalization takes place syntactically before the genitive argument is introduced (by contrast
with ACC nouns).

(38) the/Kim’s punching of the wall nP

n

ing

VP

V

punch (of)

DP

the wall

(39) a. JpunchK = λxλe.punching’(e) &patient’(e, x)
b. JVPK = λe.punching’(e)&patient’(e,the wall’)
c. J–ingK = λP.P
d. JnPK = λe.punching’(e)&patient’(e,the wall’)

Adopting the same theory of nominal possession as above, the relation of the genitive argument
to the –ing/of nominalization is as in (40) and (41):

(40) DP

nP

Kim’s

D’

D

poss

nP

punching of the wall

(41) a. JpossK = λPλxλy.π(x, y) & P (y)
b. JD’K = λxλy.π(x, y) & punching of the wall’(y)
c. JDPK = λy.π(Kim’, y) & punching of the wall’(y)

NB: If you don’t like severed external arguments:

• The (transitive) verb denotes a triple (a function from individuals to individuals to events).

• –ing/of nominalization existentially binds the verb’s external argument (i.e., there are two
ings).
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• This means that an external argument bearing the verb’s external thematic relation is
entailed to exist. It might be contextually identified with the genitive NP, but as observed
above needn’t be. An advantage of such an analysis is that it captures the (valid) inference
that e.g., in any showing event, there must be a shower, even if the shower (as in the context
above) is not specified in the linguistic context.

Nominalizations (and nouns generally) do not denote individual/event pairs. They
can denote sets of events, but do not denote individual/event pairs (or individual/individual/event
triples, etc.).

Complications

• What forces of insertion? According to Harley, the presence/absence of Voice, which
in addition to introducing the external argument, assigns accusative case (=Burzio’s gen-
eralization). When it is absence, of must be inserted for case-theoretic reasons. (If you
don’t assume severed external argument, then whatever gets you Burzio’s generalization
does this.)

• What about differences in argument structure between result nouns and oth-
ers? These are expected: process and ACC nouns are verbs at some level of syntax, while
result nouns are not (i.e., they are inserted as nouns). So, they cannot relate even an
internal argument to the event (by contrast with result nouns).

De-verbal adjectives

Another potential counterexample comes from deverbal adjectives, which are of adjectival cate-
gory but appear at first glance to relate an individual to a dynamic event (Kratzer 2000).

(42) a. The door was open.
b. The door was open-ed.

However, parallel to the case of -ing nominalizations above, deverbal adjectives that relate a dy-
namic event to an individual are derived from a verbal core. In contrast, deverbal adjectives that
do not entail a verbal core are purely stative (Embick 2004, Alexiadou and Anagnostopoulou
2008, Alexiadou et al. 2015; cf. Beavers et al. 2021).

In Greek, eventive and stative deverbal adjectives are marked by distinct morphology, i.e. -menos
and -tos, respectively (Alexiadou and Anagnostopoulou 2008).

(43) Greek
a. Ta

ART
keftefakia
meatballs

ine
are

tiganis-mena
fried

(apo
by

tin
ART

Maria)
Mary

‘The meatballs are fried by Mary.’
b. Ta

ART
keftefakia
meatballs

ine
are

tiganis-ta
fried

(*apo
by

tin
ART

Maria)
Mary.

‘The meatballs are fried (*by Mary).’ (Alexiadou and Anagnostopoulou 2008:35)

On the one hand, -tos derives purely stative adjectival forms (commonly with an idiosyncratic
meaning) that do not entail an event, as indicated by their compatibility with the unaccusative
verb ginome ’become’, and their incompatibility with manner adverbs like atsala ’sloppily’.

(44) Greek
a. To

ART
kotopoulou
chicken

egine
became

vrasbf-to.
boiled

‘The chicken was made boiled.’ (Alexiadou and Anagnostopoulou 2008:34)
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b. *Afto
DEM

to
ART

vivlio
book

ine
is

kala
well

graf-to.
written

Int.: ‘This book is well-written.’ (Alexiadou et al. 2015:89)

On the other hand, -menos derives stative adjectival forms that entail an event, as their incom-
patible with ginome ’become’, but compatible with manner adverbs.

(45) Greek
a. *To

ART
kotopoulou
chicken

egine
became

vras-meno
boiled

Int.: ‘The chicken was made boiled.’ (Alexiadou and Anagnostopoulou 2008:34)
b. Afto

DEM
to
ART

vivlio
book

ine
is

kala
well

gra-meno.
written

‘This book is well-written.’ (Alexiadou et al. 2015:89)

Crucially, only -menos, but not -tos can attach to verb stems that are overtly pre-categorized by
the eventive verbalizer -ize- (but see Anagnostopoulou and Samioti 2013:34 for a more detailed
discussion).

(46) Greek
a. aspr-iz-o ’(to) whiten’
b. aspr-iz-menos ’whitened’
c. *aspr-is-tos ’whitened’ (Alexiadou and Anagnostopoulou 2008:39)

This suggests that while -tos attaches low directly to the root deriving a purely stative dever-
bal adjectival, -menos attaches high to a verbal projection, which also introduces the patient
argument (and in some contexts also the agent argument as in (43a)).

(47) aP

a

-men-

VoiceP

PP

apo tin Maria

Voice’

Voice

∅

VP

V

tiganis

DP

keftedakia

(48) aP

a

-t-

√

tiganis

As they are verbs on the relevant level, deverbal adjectivizations (and adjectives more generally)
do not denote individual/event pairs, but denote sets of states (or individual/state pairs).
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